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closed 12th-century church attached to the priory that served as my home here, the air raid siren that went off on my first Wednesday in town.

The duration is a little over 30 minutes, played with each section following without pause from the preceding one. Nevertheless, the piece does divide into an introduction and five sections as follows:

[introduction] an audible warning
(scored for electronics alone)
[i.] a green light on the horizon
[ii.] simple riffs
[iii.] half a world away on Zola’s fourth birthday
[iv.] (cadenza) at play in the shadows of the clouds
(scored for the two soloists and electronics)
[v.] moaning dance on red clay

—Alan Shockley

Aluminum Skin
a hyperopera (2014)
written in collaboration by Kaija Hansen, Zaq Kenefick, Eric Pham, Gustavo Silveira, Nick Venden.

Additional video production by Eric Pham, Gustavo Silveira, and Zaq Kenefick.
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